
STAT:5400 Midterm 1, 2015

<Your Name>

<date when you took exam>

1 Instructions

DO NOT TYPE ANY OF THE TEXT IN THIS SECTION. Just read it.
Produce a LATEX document formatted like this one. You do not have to

copy any of the instructions into your document. Just make the sections and
subsections with the same names and numbers that I have here, as well as
retaining any numbered lists and any text that you are instructed to include.
Use labels and references instead of typing in numbers of equations, figures,
tables, etc.

You must work in a Linux environment. Use CSG Linux Desktop to log
into one of the computers in 346 SH.

Use Sweave or knitr to insert your code and output into your document.
Submit your .Rnw file, .bib file, and the final .pdf file into the ICON dropbox.

If your .Rnw file will not compile, upload it and a text file containing
code and output from running R interactively. I will give substantial credit.

Before you leave, check with me that I have received your exam files in
ICON.

TYPE SECTION 2 EXACTLY AS SHOWN BELOW. Use BibTEX to
include the citation. Note that you can get the BibTEX citation for an R
package by loading the package and then entering

citation("<package name>")

2 LATEX

The multivariate normal probability density function for a d-dimensional
random vector x is:

f(x|µ, Σ) =
1

(2π)d/2|Σ|1/2
exp

(
− [x− µ]TΣ−1[x− µ]

2

)
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Random draws from this density may be generated using the rmnorm

function in the mnormt package (Azzalini and Genz, 2015).

3 R

You do not have to type any text in this section. Simply number the ques-
tions and include the correct R code and output for each.

1. Generate the sequence consisting of eight 4s, then seven 6s, and finally
nine 3s. Store the numbers obtained, in order, in the columns of a 6
by 4 matrix.

2. Generate 1000 random draws from a Gamma density with shape pa-
rameter 3 and rate parameter 0.6. Produce a boxplot of the result.
Write your code in such a way that I would be able to reproduce your
results exactly.

3. A trapezoid is a quadrilateral with two parallel sides called its bases.
The formula for the area of a trapezoid is

A =
(a+ b)h
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where a and b are the lengths of the two bases and h is the height.

Write an R function to compute the areas of trapezoids. Your function
should accept three arguments – the lengths of the two bases and the
height. It should check that each argument is numeric, positive, and
of length 1. If any arguments are invalid, it should print an error
message and return “NA.” Otherwise it should return the area of the
trapezoid.

Show the code for your function and the results of running it with two
sets of arguments:

3,6,2

c(36,24), 5, -2
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